Dance Theatre Studio

DTS_Recital_Hair_&_Makeup
Instructions
Hair Instructions: With the exception of explicit instructions given by the teacher, all female
dancers are expected to wear their hair in a secure, neat bun. Attached are instructions on how
to achieve proper performance buns. Dancers should arrive to rehearsals and performances with
their hair done.
Materials:
Hair Gel
Comb
Hair Ties
Hair Colored Bobby Pins
Bun Maker (recommended for short hair)
Hair Colored Bun Net
Instructions:
• Using a generous amount of hair gel, secure hair into a ponytail in the center of the head
(slightly higher than the top of the ears).
• Use pins to flatten short hairs that do not reach into the ponytail.
• If using a bun maker (also called hair donut): Place donut at the base of the ponytail and
distribute hair evenly over the donut. Secure with a hair elastic around the donut, and twist or
tuck the excess hair around the bun with bobby pins.
• Or: Apply gel to the ponytail and twist. Begin coiling the ponytail around its base, securing with
bobby pins about every centimeter as you go. This ensures that the bun will stay tight and
neat!
• Finally, cover the bun with a bun net in the dancer’s hair color, and pin to keep the net on. The
net is great for keeping fly-away hairs and poking ends neatly tucked into the bun.
Makeup Instructions: Please note, our makeup goal is only to enhance the dancer’s features so
that they may be visible on stage. Extreme makeup is not necessary or expected. Makeup is
optional for dancers in Preschool through Level 5. For a lighter makeup look we recommend blush
and a natural shade of lipstick, just to add color to the face for stage. Our older dancers-or
those preferring to wear makeup may follow these instructions.
Materials:
Foundation/Powder
Concealer (Optional)
Bold Colored Blush
Brown Eyeshadows
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Mascara & False Eyelashes (Optional)
Black Eyeliner
Red Lipstick
Instructions:
• Apply foundation or powder as a base. This should match the dancer’s skin tone and even out
their complexion.
• Apply concealer (optional) to any blemishes or under the eyes to brighten the face.
• Using a fluffy brush, generously apply a blush to the apples of the cheeks, blending upward to
the temples. Do not be afraid to apply slightly more than would look natural, the stage lights
can wash out a dancers features.
• Blend a champagne colored eyeshadow on the eyelids. Use a darker brown eyeshadow to
blend upward into the crease of the eyelid.
• Taking an eyeliner (liquid or gel eyeliner is recommended as it will create a smoother, bolder
line) line the upper eyelid and extend slightly past the outer corner.
• Apply mascara (black is recommended for stage) to the upper and lower lashes, and apply
false eyelashes if desired.
• Finally, apply a bright shade of red lipstick to the lips.
Final Results:

